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It’s becoming increasingly important to know how to be safe and cautious on the internet. It’s a sad fact that there
are those out there looking for new ways to steal your information, your identity, your money, or even your
intellectual property (e.g. your manuscripts or illustrations). The following is one example of how I determined a
job offer was a scam.
As an illustrator I occasionally receive the odd request for commissions through my website or email. (Often
something like “Your work rocks! Could you draw a picture of my dog dressed as Captain America?”) But
sometimes I receive messages like this:

Sounds great, right? My interest was certainly piqued. It reads innocent enough, but let’s take a closer look:

The key is to be a professional in these communications. There are no dealbreakers here in this email,
but there is enough to put one on guard. Not knowing this was a common email scam going around, I
replied, giving the benefit of the doubt that Roy may not be the best at email writing:

My reply was meant to come across as “professional,” but also secretly I wanted to probe the sincerity
of the situation. Has “Roy” seen my work? Do they know what my style is? Do they have critical details
regarding the project for me to work with them?
Interestingly, I did get a follow up. I will go ahead and jump straight to highlighting the red flags:

At this point I was certain Roy was not sincere. They certainly answered some of my questions to make it
sound legitimate, but others were ignored.
•
•
•
•
•

Why did Roy mention being an Apraxia patient when the workshop is about the pandemic? This
could be an attempt to curry sympathy or justify strained communication.
Why the odd due date? (This could be because the email is likely copied and pasted over and
over and they forgot to update the date.)
Why does Roy need an illustrator for that list of images when surely there must be plenty of
stock photographs out there that could be licensed for much cheaper?
How does some in academia have over $3000 for art for a workshop? ($3000 is more like the
budget for an entire event!)
Where is this workshop being held? Where could someone register for it?

I decide to give Roy one more chance and reply asking for additional details. Note I don’t actually state
that I have accepted the job:

If Roy wants my work, there NEEDS to be confirmation that this workshop exists and is real. Roy’s
response:

Here’s my key red flags:
•

“Roy” ultimately didn’t communicate like a real person. Roy didn’t answer questions, they
didn’t include any “chit chat.” Me commenting about misinformation regarding the pandemic
was an attempt to see if Roy would engage with me. A person who is actually planning such a
workshop would be much more likely to respond with something like “Oh, yes. I understand.
We’re putting this workshop together to try and get 15–17-year-olds to take this more
seriously” etc. etc.

•

•

•

Roy’s offer was too good to be true. I’m an artist. I’ve sold original paintings and prints for
years. $650 per piece might be a very reasonable price for art in some cases, but not for the
work being requested here. Most people are interested in saving money wherever they can and
would more likely ask for the artist to provide an estimate and not volunteer a pay rate. (And
what workshop for teenagers can afford $3000 for just the art?)
Roy’s Workshop doesn’t exist. Roy did not provide any real information about it and it did not
appear on any web searches. Roy’s name (Roy Wayne Rogers, from their email) did not return
any results. Roy’s phone number, using a reverse phone number lookup, only determined that
it’s a Texas area code.
Roy needed my contact information prior to payment. For reference, Paypal will allow
transactions up to $4000 without an account. Sure, Paypal will likely take a cut of that, but
there’s no reason a bank draft needs to be set up and using an intermediary service will mean
the person you’re working with can’t access your bank account directly. It may seem OK since
Roy wasn’t asking for account numbers, but if we were to continue the conversation, Roy would
certainly ask for them eventually. (Example: “So sorry, it seems we can’t issue checks right now.
If you just send me your bank info we’ll pay you right away!”)

Tips and Takeaways:
•
•
•

•
•

•

NEVER give out your personal details to a stranger online.
If an offer looks too good to be true, it is.
Be professional. Ask questions. It’s easy to make up an illustration job in an email. It’s harder to
back it up with websites, photos, actual details. If the person contacting you is sincere, they will
appreciate your professionalism. If they are attempting to scam you, their ruse will have a much,
much harder time standing up to your scrutiny. It’s a win-win!
Do some fact checking! Is the person contacting you a real person? If they drop any details, do
they match up? A few minutes of Googling can help a lot!
NEVER click on any links that are sent to you. Links can be disguised and just clicking on a link
can compromise your data. (Tip: If you hover your mouse over a link, the URL will appear for you
to look over, often in the bottom left corner of your web browser.
NEVER open or download attachments from a stranger online. Even image files!

Hopefully this story will help you be safer online and in your business, whether writing or illustrating and
whether you’re just getting started or already established. Thanks for reading!

